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Voice of the
Employee

Accuracy greater than 99%
compared to less than 10% for
traditional engagement research
(measured by the false positive
rate).

process and performance
Converge is a consulting practise with a reputation for
excellence and an ability to handle the most challenging
of projects. We excel at applying system thinking and
methods for bringing people, process, and performance
together to achieve remarkable results. Located in
Calgary Alberta Canada, Converge has been supporting
clients across Canada, the United States, Europe and
Australia and SE Asia for over twenty years.

Open source, scientific approach
drives evidence-based HR.



Empirical approach eliminates
biased, cherry-picked
engagement models that point
fingers in the wrong places.
Comprehensive enterprise
analysis supports strategic role
for HR.
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Net Engaged Employees (NEP)
metric for Lean Six Sigma
performance benchmarking.





About Converge...aligning people,
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2617 20 Street SW
Calgary, Alberta
Canada T2T 4Z4

t. 00111 403 266 0061
e. converge@converge-group.com
www.converge-group.com

mployee

Main Inside Heading

PROBLEM

Traditional engagement surveys
Traditional employee engagement surveys demolish
engagement, trust and organisational effectiveness by
corrupting employee feedback.
Based on enumerative methods abandoned in customer
research (in favor of voice of the customer) employee
engagement research;
has a false positive rate exceeding 90%. That
means 9 out of every ten things your research
tells you is significant, isn't.
uses cherry-picked engagement ‘models’ ensuring enterprise-scaled issues are ignored while
maximising blame to front line employees,
employs the statistical lie* of ranking (i.e.; best
companies to work for) to make meaningless
conclusions look important.

SOLUTION

Voice of the Employee (VoE)
VoE uses the same analytic methods behind voice of the customer,
to better understand what matters to your employees and constrains
productivity.

RESULT

A new world for HR
...no more selling theoretical statistical documents
that few understand and fewer believe. Information that is understood can be acted upon.

VoE is engagement research, and
has an accuracy rate exceeding 99% (false positives are
less than 1%),
uses the Net Engaged Promoter (NEP) metric, the employee
version of the Net Promoter Score,
provides true Lean Six Sigma performance benchmarking,
(essential to organisations engaged in LSS),
supports deep deployment, allowing managers to work with,
and take accountability for, their results,
provides accurate analysis of enterprise-scaled issues and
their impact on engagement.

Corrupt employee feedback makes for
bad HR decisions.
* How to Lie With Statistics, Darrell Huff

Lean Six Sigma analysis and benchmarking of engagement

...clear, concrete and accurate employee feedback information that makes sense.
...managers take responsibility for their results,
without needing to be prodded from HR.
...feedback information on larger, enterprisescaled issues, supports a more strategic,
evidenced-based role for HR.

